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FLATHEAD WATER SOLUTIONS 
DECISION-MAKERS HANDBOOK 

INTRODUCTION 

This document is a guide to developing a federal reserved water rights settlement for the Confederated Salish 

and Kootenai Tribes (CSKT) of the Flathead Indian Reservation, Montana. This handbook is a tool that can be 

used to reach a legitimate settlement inasmuch as the existing CSKT Compact, negotiated by the Montana 

Reserved Water Rights Compact Commission, is not a “federal reserved water rights settlement” because it: 

• Does not fall within the scope of the Winters Doctrine, the federal reservation of land, or federal 

reserved water rights law and precedent; 

• Does not quantify the Tribes’ federal reserved water rights; 

• Creates and awards new non-federal “tribal” reserved water rights geographically located outside of 

the exterior boundaries of the reservation; 

• Enacts a Fifth Amendment taking of non-Indian water rights and power reserves within a federal 

irrigation project that was statutorily designed to serve all residents and not just the CSKT; 

• Removes the management and administration of the water rights of 30,000 Montana residents from 

the protections of the State Constitution, denying the due process of state courts, and places them 

under Tribal jurisdiction; and 

• Enables federal co-ownership of state water  resources, breaking the long-standing and historic 

dividing line between the federal and state governments regarding the authority over state water 

resources. 

The west-wide implications of the CSKT Compact, which invoke fundamental principles of federal Indian law 

and which will enable hundreds of  Tribes to claim water rights on lands they ceded to the United States, 

should alarm every western Congressional delegation.  Generations of water and property rights uncertainty 

will plague the west if the CSKT Compact is passed by  Congress. 

While the issues above represent only a fraction of the problems with the CSKT Compact, it is important to 

note that the CSKT Compact was designed so that it cannot be “fixed” by nibbling around the edges of its 

central problems, seeking a political solution,  or by “simply” removing its offending central pieces.   

Large portions of the compact, like the controlling Abstracts of Water Use and Appendices specifying 

management plans, were hidden from the Montana legislature during its deliberation, and are now hidden 

from Congress within the bill submitted by Senator Jon Tester in 2016. In fact, Senator Tester’s bill simply 

confirms that the existing CSKT Compact is accepted in full, and then adds numerous other provisions that 

were never considered by the state of Montana. 

These hidden aspects of the CSKT Compact provide the opportunity for the Tribes to appear to “make 

concessions” but ultimately to not change the severely problematic substance or provisions of the Compact.  

And once this Compact is passed, it will be impossible to “undo” or “rewind”.  

THE PEOPLE’S COMPACT SOLUTION 

Between 2013 and 2015, the Citizens and Legislature of Montana were presented with an all or nothing 

choice:  the unchangeable, non-negotiable, precedent-setting CSKT Compact, or endless litigation.  Having 

exhausted the remedies for meaningful changes to the CSKT Compact through the legislature and public 



process, citizens alarmed and affected by its provisions prepared and developed The People’s Compact.  The 

People’s Compact was developed as the “middle ground” to the choice presented to Montanans in 2015. 

The People’s Compact provisions: 

• Stay within the confines of the Winters Doctrine and federal reserved water rights law; 

• Quantify the CSKT federal reserved water rights using data developed by the United States; 

• Provide for the development of the Tribal Water Right; 

• Settle an outstanding water claim of the Tribes for water use in the Flathead Irrigation Project, 

providing a per capita distribution; 

• Provide for the rehabilitation of the Flathead Irrigation Project while maintaining and improving Tribal 

instream flows within the Project; and 

• Protect the water rights of all Montanans, including individual Indian allottees 

• Provide certainty for water rights and land patents 

As a “middle ground” solution, the People’s Compact fully recognizes the CSKT federal reserved water rights 

and its desired uses; protects and enhances Tribal instream flows within the irrigation project; respects 

Congressional intent for the development of the reservation’s water resources; and respects the Tribe’s 

management of its own resources for its own purposes. The People’s Compact also provides a significant 

boost for the self-determination of  individual Tribal members. 

The People’s Compact reflects a positive, win-win solution to the federal reserved water rights of the CSKT 

that is like other Tribes in Montana and across the United States.  A quick comparison of the People’s Compact 

with the CSKT Compact is presented as Table 1 in this tab. 

HOW TO USE THIS HANDBOOK 

This Handbook contains essential information that will assist in crafting an appropriate solution to the federal 

reserved water rights of the CSKT.  The Handbook contains 

• The People’s Compact:  Framework Paper and Federal Legislation 

• Legal Analysis of the Unitary Management Ordinance/Law of Administration 

• The “One Pagers”  Brief analysis of key topics: from the Indian Claims Commission to Flathead Lake 

• The 10,000 Claims Analysis 

• Reference  and Background Material 

Virtually any topic that is discussed within the CSKT Compact is analyzed in this Handbook and provides an 

easy reference for what issues are involved in developing a solution to the problems presented. References 

are provided for further research and understanding. 
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Compact Element CSKT Compact Details People’s Compact Details 

ASSUMPTIONS & DEFINITIONS
Federal Reservation of land for 
Flathead Indian Reservation 

No Rejecting Treaty-making under the U.S. Constitution, 
the Compact claims Tribal reservation of land, ignoring 
Article I and II of the Treaty of Hellgate; failing to 
acknowledge that the only government that could have 
reserved anything in 1855 was the United States. 1

Yes Treaty making under U.S. Constitution United States 
reserved the Flathead Indian Reservation in Article II of 
the Treaty of Hellgate out of the lands the Tribes ceded 
to the United States. Treaty of Hellgate ratified by the 
Senate and signed by the President in 1859.2

Federal reserved water rights 
settlement and falls within the 
scope of the law 

No Rejects federal law of Treaty-making and reservation of 
land; rejects Winters Doctrine, purpose of reservation, 
no quantification water right; creates “Tribal Reserved 
Rights” with time immemorial priority date; extends 
water rights outside of the federal reservation of land; 
rejects McCarran Amendment 3

Yes Squarely within the bounds of the Winters Doctrine, 
associated federal reserved water rights law; the 
McCarran Amendment. Federal reserved water right 
quantified according to existing law and subject to the 
jurisdiction of the Montana Water Court as per the 
McCarran Amendment.4

Like other Tribal Compacts in 
Montana and other federal 
reserved water rights 
settlements in the United States 

No Despite similar demographics and land ownership 
patterns, the CSKT Compact awards four times more 
water to the CSKT than all Montana Tribes combined, 
and seven times the amount of water awarded to all 32 
Tribes in the United States whose federal reserved 
rights have been quantified. Awards off-reservation 
water rights; no quantification; rejects federal reserved 
water rights Winters Doctrine; creates new water 
rights;  Tribal jurisdiction over non-Indian state law 
based water rights; no finality 5

Yes No off reservation water rights; quantification of federal 
reserved water rights based on purpose of the 
reservation; dual administration system for tribal and 
state law-based water rights 6 ; finality 

Accepts Article 3 Provision of the 
Hellgate Treaty 

No Creates a water right from a right to “access” aboriginal 
lands that extends beyond the Tribes’ ceded lands in 
western Montana to “subsistence areas” in Eastern 
Montana7 

Yes Article 3 provides the CSKT an access right to ceded 
aboriginal lands in western Montana alone, in common 
with the citizens of the Territory, to hunt, take fish, and 
gather food.8 

Due Process Rights Preserved No Benefits Tribe, State, and United  States at the expense 
of Indian and non-Indian Montana citizens, due process 
eliminated 9

Yes Benefits Tribal members and Montana citizens; restores 
due process rights 10

QUANTIFICATION 
Quantification of  federal 
reserved water rights 

No Based upon the assertion that the Tribes reserved the 
reservation, no “federal reserved water rights” are 
quantified. The Compact claims an unspecified amount 
of “tribal reserved water rights” both on and off the 
reservation based on the purpose of the Treaty and its 
interpretation of Article 3 of the Treaty of Hellgate, 
converting an access right into a water right. Compact 
asserts ownership over all non-Indian state law based 
water rights within the Flathead Irrigation Project; co-
ownership of state water resources off the reservation, 

Yes CSKT federal reserved water right is quantified based on 
the purposes of the reservation as dictated by the 
Winters Doctrine. The quantification is based on the 
numbers filed by the United States in June 2015 for 
those purposes, an is a discrete amount of water at 
530,000 acre feet. The priority date of the federal 
reserved water right is 1855, the date of the 
establishment of the reservation.  Existing and new 
ground water development are not federal reserved 
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Compact Element CSKT Compact Details People’s Compact Details 
all of Flathead Lake, and claims all the groundwater 
within the exterior boundaries of the reservation. Most 
claims carry a time immemorial priority date. The CSKT 
Compact asserts ownership over an estimated to be 28-
48 million acre feet, including water in the state of 
Idaho.11 

water rights but are confirmed and carry recent priority 
dates.12 

Tribal Instream Flows within 
irrigation project 

Yes Existing tribal instream flows of 230,000 acre feet 
within the Flathead Irrigation Project, secured by legal 
action, with time immemorial priority date13 

Yes Existing instream flows of 230,000 acre feet are 
affirmed as a usufructuary right with an 1855 priority 
date14 

Protects Tribal members Allottee 
water rights 

No Individual Indian allottee water rights become the 
property of the Tribal government. Tribal irrigators lose 
water rights; no control over future development or 
water use 15 

Yes Individual Indian allottee water rights protected 
including preserving choice as to management entity 
(BIA or Tribe). Tribal irrigators retain water rights. 
Generous settlement of old water claim distributed to 
Tribal members as like previous settlements of the 
Indian Claims Commission 16 

Protects State water users and 
historic use 

No Fifth Amendment taking of irrigators, city, towns, 
citizen water rights across the state of Montana; does 
not follow McCarran Amendment; rejects Indian 
Reorganization Act of 1934; decreases property values 
over uncertainty; removes state courts as venue for 
remedies 17

Yes Protects historic uses of water and state law based 
water rights; does not require re-opening of existing 
water court decrees; maintains state jurisdiction; 
maintains due process rights through Montana courts; 
maintains existing fed. law 18

MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION 

Consistent with existing law and 
other Montana Indian Compacts 

No Compact rejects state law administration for state law-
based water rights and federal administration of the 
federal Flathead Irrigation Project; proposes Tribal 
(federal) “co-ownership” of state water resources off 
the reservation.19

Yes Consistent with other compacts, State manages state 
law-based water rights; Tribes manage Tribal water 
rights; and federal agency manages Flathead Irrigation 
Project water rights, uses, delivery, and disputes20 

Creation of Unitary Management 
Ordinance & Unitary 
Management Board 

Yes Compact creates new law of administration where 
Tribes retain jurisdiction over and control of all water 
rights whether based in state, federal, or tribal law. 
UMO creates a new water management system of 
“adaptive management” where water rights can be 
“adjusted” to “balance” increased fishery flows against 
compact-defined historic irrigation water uses. 
Administrative entity composed of a politically-
appointed Board for permitting, to hear disputes and 
resolve issues among water users, and to permit future 
uses of water. Board replaces federal management 
structure for FIP. Board has immunity from costs, 
damages, and attorneys fees for the actions it takes

No Maintains appropriate and legal distinctions between 
state, tribal and federal law; historic use of irrigation 
water protected. A Special Master is appointed by the 
Montana Water Court to hear and resolve disputes 
between state, tribal and federal law, as well as approve 
future uses.  The respective state, tribal or federal 
agency then issues the appropriate permit for its use. 
Special Master is supported by a technical staff and 
appoints water commissioners.22 
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Compact Element CSKT Compact Details People’s Compact Details 
State management of state law 
based water rights 

No A compact-created “Unitary Management Ordinance” is 
a new law that applies to all water rights whether based 
on state, tribal, or federal law, and rejects the Montana 
Water Use Act for state law;  A political “board” is 
responsible for making decisions on all water uses and 
enforcement decisions pursuant to tribal law 23

Yes Maintains dual water administration program for state 
law based and tribal law based water rights. Maintains 
state law jurisdiction over state-law based water rights; 
maintains the Montana Water Use Act and familiar 
procedural and court remedies of state law for state 
citizens 24

State District and Supreme court 
due process available for remedy 

No “Court of competent jurisdiction” requires that all 
parties agree to the court chosen to resolve a dispute.  
If they don’t agree, the default court is federal court 
whether it has jurisdiction over the issue or not 25

Yes Maintains state court remedies for all Montana water 
users  No requirement that parties must agree on 
chosen court to resolve disputes26 

State Court jurisdiction No State court has no jurisdiction. The Compact provides 
that Tribal or Federal court will have jurisdiction to hear 
and resolve disputes among water users27 

Yes State court jurisdiction over and remedies for water 
resource disputes among water users is retained28 

State and Tribal Immunity from 
damages 

Yes Compact immunity provision provides that state and 
Tribe have immunity from damages, costs, and 
attorney’s fees resulting from water administration 
decisions, including immunity from Fifth Amendment 
takings 29

No State has no immunity for damages it causes to citizens 
and can be sued in state court for damages, costs, and 
attorney’s fees. Tribal water users can choose Tribal 
court or State court to resolve disputes30 

FLATHEAD IRRIGATION PROJECT

Congressional Intent Rejects Rejects congressional intent for the creation of the 
Flathead Irrigation Project as an integrated project to 
serve all people regardless of land status. Rejects 
congressional acts specifying amount of power and 
power revenues delivered to irrigation project. Rejects 
finality of the Indian Claims Commission and Court of 
Claims suits and remedies 31

Maintains Maintains and restores original Congressional intent to 
make the reservation productive by developing an 
integrated power and irrigation project to serve all 
residents, & to use the power resources to make the 
irrigation project as self-sufficient as possible. Accepts 
ICC/CoC judgments and stipulations. 32

Protects Historic Uses No Reduces historic irrigation water use by 40% to 70%; 
changes priorities for water use in an irrigation project 
to fisheries use33 

Yes Protects historic uses of water, including irrigation 
water use and maintains existing instream flows34 

Rehabilitation of Irrigation 
Project Infrastructure 

No Irrigation project rehabilitation is not guaranteed, but 
costly project “modernization” to meet fisheries needs 
takes priority over basic irrigation infrastructure 
rehabilitation needs.35

Yes Rehabilitation of irrigation infrastructure based on 
established list of priorities, including environmental 
protection. Irrigation O & M funds maintain project. 
Tribe pays for fisheries improvements out if its water 
development fund 36 

Management of irrigation 
project 

BIA/Tribal Federal management of the Flathead Irrigation Project 
pursuant to 25 CFR and the federal operations plan for 
the project is replaced by a new compact-created  
Compact Implementation Technical Team (CITT) and 
manages irrigation water according to “adaptive 
management”, “balancing” increased fish flows with 
reduced irrigation deliveries 37

Bureau of 
Reclamation 

The Bureau of Reclamation replaces BIA and operates 
FIP according to federal operating plan for integrated 
power and irrigation project, maintaining existing 
instream flow for fish Maintains legally authorized LCB 
and NPR 38
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Compact Element CSKT Compact Details People’s Compact Details 

SETTLEMENT OF TRIBAL WATER CLAIMS

Settles outstanding water claims No Compact proposes new water rights and uses of water 
on and off reservation with no relationship to any 
outstanding water claims.  Tester bill plans for new 
development of these new water rights. New claims are 
dismissed without prejudice. 39 

Yes Settles last remaining unresolved water claim filed by 
Tribe in 1951 related to water use in the Flathead 
Irrigation Project with the Indian Claims Commission. All 
claims then dismissed with prejudice.40

COSTS

Federal Cost $2.4 
billion 

Tester S. 3013 larger than any Indian federal Reserved 
Rights settlement41

$775 million Falls within range of all federal reserved water rights 
settlements42

State contribution to settlement $55 
million 

$1 million for each county in Montana; state 
contribution to rehabilitation of a federal irrigation 
project and for federal pumping costs; 43

None Federal government has trust responsibility to Tribe and 
is responsible for federal reserved water rights 
quantification, settlement, and development 44

Federal oversight of Tribal 
spending of federal monies 

No No federal oversight required for spending of $2.4 
billion; no required environmental impact assessments 
or reviews for tribal development or actions; no 
auditing of federal funds required 45

Yes Bureau of Reclamation provides oversight of all Tribal 
spending of federal resources for water development, 
including environmental studies; requires audits of all 
federal spending 46

Per Capita Payment No No portion of the funds may be dispersed as a per 
capita payment to Tribal members 47 

Yes Per Capita payment to Tribal members for the 
settlement of the last outstanding water claim of the 
Indian Claims Commission and Court of Claims48 

FINALITY

Claims dismissed with prejudice No All claims are dismissed without prejudice. For those 
tribal reserved rights claims that are outside the 
jurisdiction of the Montana water court, the parties 
mutually agree to pursue those claims in federal court49 

Yes All claims dismissed with prejudice.  No off reservation 
claims or federal resolution of them.50 

Indian Claims Commission & 
Court of Claims Judgements Final 

No Compact maintains that CSKT and United States have 
authority to seek water claims outside of the 
reservation in their ceded aboriginal territory and in 
their “subsistence range”51 

Yes Off reservation claims in the ceded territories are 
precluded by the Indian Claims Commission and 
stipulation agreements signed by Tribes. No claims were 
filed for or are allowed in the “subsistence range” of the 
Tribes52 

Final settlement of old claim No Final claim of Indian Claims Commission and Court of 
Claims for water is not settled53 

Yes Settlement of last outstanding water claim54

BENEFITS

Due process rights; protection of 
historic uses; self-determination 
for all 

No Due process rights for state and tribal citizens 
eliminated; historic uses of water compromised; tribal 
government controls all funds and determines 
everyone’s future55 

Yes Enhances Tribal self-determination through provision of 
settlement funds directly to tribal members; does not 
take any state citizen’s water rights; eliminates 
uncertainty for water users; maintains existing laws and 
norms 56
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FOOTNOTES
CSKT Compact People’s Compact

References from MCA 20-1901, S.3013 References:  The Flathead Water Rights Settlement and Mending Fences Act of 2019; 
Framework for Legislation (Framework Paper); Flathead Water Solutions Handbook

1 CSKT Compact, MCA 20-1901. Articles I (recitals), III (water rights of the Tribes), IV 
(Implementation of Compact) Administration of Water Rights; VII (Finality); 

2  People’s Compact, Sections III Recitals; IV (Definitions); V (Water Rights of the Tribes; VI 
(Implementation) 

3 Ibid note 1 CSKT Compact Articles I-VI; 4  Ibid note 2 

5  See Flathead Water Solutions Handbook, Tab 6. Also see CSKT Compact Articles I-IV   6 Peoples Compact Sections IV (Definitions), V (Water Rights of the Tribes), VI 
(Implementation), X (Finality) 

7  See CSKT Compact, Article I (Recitals), III (Water Rights of the Tribes). The Tribes’ 
claims include “co-ownership” of state resources 

8 Treaty of Hellgate, Article 3. People’s Compact Section V (Water Rights of the Tribes). 
See also Flathead Water Solutions Handbook, Tab 6, Simms Synopsis. 

9  Ibid notes 1, 7 CSKT Compact Article IV.1.8 (Immunity provision for state) 10  People’s Compact Section III (Recitals); IV (Definitions); V (Water Rights of the Tribes); 
VI (Implementation); VII (Mending Fences Act Settlement Accounts) IX (Obligations of the 
Parties); X (Finality and Effectiveness of Settlement); XI (Binding Effect)

11 Ibid notes 1,7. CSKT Compact Appendices 12 People’s Compact Sections IV (Definitions) VI (Implementation); VII (Settlement 
Accounts); IX (Obligations of the Parties) People’s Compact Appendix 1 and 2

13 CSKT Compact Article III (Water Rights of the Tribes) 14 People’s Compact Sections II-V; Appendix 1
15 CSKT Compact Article III (Water Rights of the Tribes); Section V of Tester’s S. 3013 
specifies that none of the $2.4 billion in S. 3013 will be given to tribal members and the 
Tribal Council controls the scope and future of water development

16 Peoples Compact Sections V (Water Rights of the Tribes); VI (Implementation);VII 
(Flathead Water Settlement and Mending Fences Act Accounts); XIV (Relation to 
Allottees)

17  CSKT Compact Article III (Water Rights of the Tribes), IV (Implementation of 
Compact); VII (Finality)

18 Entirety of Peoples Compact specifically Section VI (Implementation); IX (Obligations of 
the Parties); XI Binding Effect; Framework Paper (Non-Federal Reserved Rights of the 
United States)

19 CSKT Compact Article III (Water Rights of the Tribes); Article IV (Implementation of 
Compact, State Immunity); Flathead Water Solutions Handbook Tab 6 

20 Peoples Compact Section V (Water Rights of the Tribes); VI (Implementation); Flathead 
Water Solutions Handbook Tab 6 

21 CSKT Compact Article IV (Implementation); Article III (Water Rights of the Tribes); 
Flathead Water Solutions Handbook Tab 3 (Legal Analysis of UMO and People’s 
Compact Solution)

22 Peoples Compact Section V (Water Rights of the Tribes); VI (Implementation); Flathead 
Water Solutions Handbook Tab 3 (Legal Analysis of UMO and People’s Compact Solution)

23 CSKT Compact Article IV.  (Implementation) 24 People’s Compact Section VI (Implementation)
25 CSKT Compact Article IV.6(c) (Implementation) 26 Ibid note 24 
27 CSKT Compact Article IV (Implementation of Compact) 28 Peoples Compact Sections VI (Implementation); IX (Obligations of the Parties)
29 CSKT Compact Article IV Section 1.8 30 Ibid Note 28
31 Entirety of CSKT Compact; Flathead Water Solutions Handbook Tab 1, 7 32 Entirety of Peoples Compact;  Flathead Water Solutions Handbook Tab 6
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33 CSKT Compact Article III (Water Rights of the Tribes) 34 People’s Compact Section V (Water Rights of the Tribe); IX (Obligations of the Parties)
35 S. 3013  36 People’s Compact Section VI (Implementation); VII (Mending Fences Act Settlement 

Accounts)
37 CSKT Compact Article III (Water Rights of the Tribe); IV (Implementation) 38 Peoples Compact Section VI (Implementation); VII (Mending Fences Act Settlement 

Accounts)
39 CSKT Compact Section III (Water Rights of the Tribes); S. 3013 40  Entirety of Peoples Compact; People’s Compact Section VII (Mending Fences Act 

Settlement Accounts); IX (Obligations of the Parties); X (Finality)
41 CSKT Compact Article V; Flathead Water Solutions Handbook Tab 6 42 Peoples Compact Sections VII (Mending Fences Act Settlement Accounts); Flathead 

Water Solutions Handbook Tab 6
43 CSKT Compact Article VII (Finality) 44 People’s Compact Section VII (Mending Fences Act Settlement Accounts); IX 

(Obligations of the Parties) 
45 S. 3013 46 Peoples Compact VI (Implementation); VII (Mending Fences Act Settlement Accounts) 
47  S. 3013 48 Peoples Compact Section VII (Mending Fences Act Settlement Accounts) 
49 CSKT Compact Article VII (Finality) 50 People’s Compact Section III (Water Rights of the Tribes); X (Finality); IX (Binding Effect) 
51 CSKT Compact Article VII (Finality) 52 People’s Compact Section III (Water Rights of the Tribes); Flathead Water Solutions 

Handbook Tab 6 
53 Entirety of CSKT Compact, S. 3013; Flathead Water Solutions Handbook Tab 1, 7 54 People’s Compact Section VII (Mending Fences Act Settlement Accounts); Flathead 

Water Solutions Handbook Tab 1,7 
55  CSKT Compact Article III (Water Rights of the Tribes); IV (Implementation) S. 3013 56 People’s Compact Section III (Water Rights of the Tribes); VI (Implementation); VII 

(Mending Fences Act Settlement Accounts); IX (Obligations of the Parties); X (Finality) 
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Compact Commission History
In Montana, federal reserved water rights have been claimed for seven
Indian reservations, for allotments for the Turtle Mountain Chippewa Trlbe,
and for federal lands within the State (national parks, forests, national
wildlife refuges, and federally designated wild and scenic rivers).

A federal reserved water right differs from the state
rights familiar to most members of the public. Under
Montana water law, which incorporates the prior
appropriation doctrine (first in tlme, first in riqht), the right
to water depends on the priority of a person's claim. The
water user is limited to appropriating only that amount that
can be Dut to beneficial use at a soecific time. If the state
right is not used over a certain period of time it can be lost
by abandonment. Since the passage of the Montana Water
Use Act in 1973, the state has been working on an
adjudication process to finalize all water rights prior to that
date in state Water Court. For those wishing to obtain post-1973 water
rights, the law established a permit system administered by the State
Department of Natural Resources and Conservation (DNRC).

Federal reserved water rights were created when the United States Supreme
court made the winters v. united states (206 u.s. 564 [1908]) decision
about a Fort Belknap Indian Reservation water claim. In the Winters
decision, the Supreme Court held that when Congress or the President sets
aside land out of the public domain for a specific federal purpose, such as an
Indian reservation, National Park, or a National Forest, a quantity of water is
reserved which is necessary to tulfill that specific federal purpose. A federal
reserved water right has a priority date as of the date the land was
withdrawn and the reservation was created. The rlohts cannot be lost
through non-use.

Quantification, or the determination of the size of a federal reserved water
right for the state adjudication process, requires the Montana Reserved
Water Rights Compact Commission (RWRCC) to reach an understanding with
the federal agency holding the water right about the purpose for which the
speclfic federal reserve was created. The parties musTIfiFn--n come to
agreement as to how much water ls necessary to satisfy the purpose of the
reserve. The resuTfifr!'EliEEh?ii-must be signed by the negotiating parties,
the appropriate federal officials, pass through the Montana legislature, (and
the U.S. Congress, in some cases) and 90 to the Water Court for
incorporatlon Into a final decree for the sDecific water basins involved.

htp ://dnrc.mt. gov/rwrcc/AboutUs/history.asp 9/10/2014



WHY THE CSKT COMPACT CANNOT BE “TWEAKED” 

Resolving the issues presented by the CSKT Compact cannot involve the “simple” removal of the most offending items, 
for example, the off-reservation water rights, because the entire document is riddled with statements and concepts that 
will generate decades of litigation.  If this Compact is passed it will be impossible to “unwind” the damage. 

Compact Provisions Resulting Problems
No quantification of federal reserved water rights Compact takes all surface and ground water on reservation and 

claims millions of acre feet of water off reservation. Not 
consistent with Winters Doctrine, federal law, or Treaty 

Who reserved the Reservation—the United States or the Tribes Compact claims Tribes reserved the reservation, therefore no 
federal reserved water rights, which  are instead replaced by 
“tribal reserved water rights” which do not exist in law 

Expansive definition of the Reservation Reservation definition includes existing private patented lands 
and all rights-of-way and rejects the Presidential opening and 
settlement of the reservation 

Time immemorial priority dates Unfounded, non-historical,  and creates new priority date rule 
for federal reserved water rights. Date of creation of Flathead 
Reservation, upon which priority dates of federal reserved rights 
are based, is June 16, 1855 

Off-reservation water rights in western and eastern Montana Produces uncertainty for and challenges validity of all vested 
state law-based water rights; Fifth Amendment taking 

Article 3 Treaty Access right transformed into water right Used to justify claims for off-reservation instream flow water 
rights in both eastern and western Montana 

Ownership of the FIP water rights, infrastructure, and power 
resources 

Fifth Amendment taking of property rights, US infrastructure, 
and power revenues from landowners who paid for the project; 
destroys Congressional intent for FIP 

State gives itself immunity from damages caused to its people Unconstitutional. Allows state to destroy property rights of its 
citizens without consequence, compensation, or remedy 

Tribal jurisdiction over non-Indians--Unitary Management 
Ordinance and Board (law of administration) 

Unlawfully permits Tribal jurisdiction over non-Indians; allows 
state to abandon its citizens and remove constitutional 
protections 

Off-reservation water leasing State cannot approve off-reservation water leasing of federal 
reserved water rights; requires Congressional approval; limited 
circumstances 

Mutual Defense Clause Requires the state, Tribes, and United States to mutually defend 
compact against all suits, meaning that state will be fighting its 
own citizens for damages caused by compact to property rights 

Extra-Montana water court adjudication of off-reservation non-
federal reserved water rights in federal court 

State Courts have no jurisdiction over “Tribal reserved water 
rights” claimed off the reservation. Compact binds state, federal 
government, tribes to pursue these water rights in federal court 
outside of McCarran Amendment proceedings. This could result 
in Court, not Congress, creating new federal water rights 

Due process rights of Montanans Due process denied, no access to state courts. State law-based 
water rights subject to Tribal Courts and Tribal jurisdiction 
through compact-created “Law of Administration” 

Co-ownership of off-reservation water rights Inserts federal control over and management of state water 
rights, usurps MT legislature’s authority to determine instream 
flows of state water resources 

Finality Not a final resolution of water rights. All claims in compact and 
additional claims filed in June 2015 are dismissed without 
prejudice 

Interstate Issues Two key administration points for water resources are in Idaho, 
one on the Clark Fork River and the other on the Kootenai. 
Interstate water issues must be addressed by the US Supreme 
Court and cannot be “negotiated” outside of an interstate 
compact. 


